FAQ – Member Country Collaboration Page

Who can edit the pages?

Each Member’s representative has been granted rights to edit both the Full Table and the Member specific page.

Can I ask that edit rights be given to someone else than me as the Member Forum Representative?

Yes. You can request that another person in your team is the designated resource that will be granted rights for editing both the Full Table and the Member specific page. Send such a request to comms@snomed.org.

Who do I contact if there is an issue with the link between the Member country page on SNOMED corporate site and the Member Country Collaboration Table?

Send a request for support at comms@snomed.org.

Do the Full Table and the Member country specific page synchronize automatically?

No they don’t. Each page is independent. This allows to capture different level of information on each of the pages. It is recommended that terminology content should be capture in the Full Table and more National Release Center (NRC) related information be captured in the country specific page.

What kind of information should be provided in the Full Table?

It is recommended that terminology content should be capture in the Full Table as concisely as possible.

The objective of the information displayed is to communicate and share in a centralised and easy manner with other member countries if the country maintains a national Edition, what are the domains or the projects terminology content has been developed. If translation content is available, in which language. If subsets are available, what are the domains targeted. If education material or tooling are available, provide the links.

What kind of information should be provided in the Member country specific page?

The Member country specific page displays by default 2 additional columns than the Full Table: the Content developed and the National Release Center (NRC). This allows to provide a bit more information is desired. It is also possible to delete columns for those that have no content. This allows to gain more space for the other columns. If you wish to keep the same content on both the Member country specific page and the Full Table page, just copy and paste the information in both places.

I noticed that some countries are using a rounded check icon on the Full Table. How can I do that?

You can simply copy and paste any of the icon found on the page, in your Member country table row.

Note that some Members may prefer to get the terminology information without drilling down additional pages. Both text and icon can be used.

How can I maximize the column space?

Use (URL) links. Avoid using bullets. In the Country specific page, you can also delete columns if no content is available. Do not list all subsets but rather add a link to your corporate/NRC site.